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Featured Application: This study provides an extensive review of current collection in microtubular solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). The state-of-the-art designs are compared using defined
key performance met-rics. The design trade-offs between internal and external current collectors
are explored. The effects of current collector design, size, spacing and location on cell performance are discussed.
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Abstract: Micro-tubular solid oxide fuel cells (µT-SOFCs) are suited to a broad range of applications
with power demands ranging from a few watts to several hundred watts. µT-SOFCs possess
inherently favourable characteristics over alternate configurations such as high thermo-mechanical
stability, high volumetric power density and rapid start-up times, lending them particular value for
use in portable applications. Efficient current collection and interconnection constitute a bottleneck
in the progression of the technology. The development of current collector designs and configuration
reported in the literature since the inception of the technology are the focus of this study.
Keywords: micro-tubular SOFC; current collection; interconnection; ohmic polarisation; conduction
pathway length
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1. Introduction to Fuel Cell Technology

app11031077

Fuel cells are highly efficient electrochemical conversion devices that directly extract
electrical energy from hydrogen and hydrogen-rich fuels [1–4]. The stackable/scalable,
modular nature of fuel cells suits them to a broad range of applications, ranging from a
few watts in portable power devices to several megawatts in backup and peaking power
units [5–7]. The first commercial fuel cells were alkaline fuel cells (AFCs) used by the
NASA space exploration programmes for providing power to space capsules [8]. Since
then, fuel cells have been used in many applications, broadly categorised into portable,
stationary and transport markets. Low-temperature fuel cells can use lightweight materials such as plastics and polymers. The fast start-up time and simple heating system
required to reach the low operating temperatures of around 80 ◦ C are the reasons they
are favoured in the automotive and portable power sectors. Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells
(PAFCs), Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFCs) and SOFCs are typically employed for
stationary applications such as power generation, grid backup and combined heat and
power (CHP). This is due to the increasing time and system complexity/size required to
reach the higher operating temperatures and the benefit of having higher efficiency and
higher fuel flexibility. However, SOFC technology has been proven to also be functional in
the portable and transport sectors [9–11].
The number of fuel cell units shipped over the last five years (2019 included as a
partial forecast) for each sector is seen in Figure 1a [12]. In 2018, 68,500 fuel cell units were
shipped, 76% of which were in the stationary sector, 16% were employed in transport and
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power densities and bulky/heavy system designs. Tubular SOFC technology is less mature than planar geometry as the higher demand for stationary power seen in Figure 1a
has driven the development. However, the ever-increasing demand for power-hungry
portable devices presents an opportunity for µT-SOFC technology. As such, research
and development into SOFCs, and specifically µT-SOFC technology, must address key
bottlenecks to be competitive. The key areas for development in SOFCs are material development [20–25], current collection/interconnection, sealing [26,27] and stack/system
design [28–30]. Tubular SOFC current collection/interconnection development is somewhat more geometry-specific than the other aforementioned bottlenecks versus planar
designs and thus is the focus of this study. The current collector design can have a significant effect on the performance and durability of a tubular cell [5]. Loose connections lead
to unstable cell performance and ultimately cell failure. Current collector designs must
be secure enough to withstand impacts incurred during portable applications. µT-SOFC
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current collectors cannot simply rely on the compressive load for adherence and control
over contact resistance as used in planar devices and additional effort into contacting
must be made. This study will explore current collector materials, design, configuration
and cell-specific design considerations. Emphasis is placed on the progression of current
collector designs in order to quantitatively analyse and identify the most viable current
collectors for delivering widespread µT-SOFC commercialisation. A schematic of the key
Appl. Sci. 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
3 of 28
areas for development in micro-tubular SOFC technology and a breakdown of the current
collector/interconnection specific topics covered in this study can be seen in Figure 3.
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2. Tubular Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
2. Tubular Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
Solid oxide fuel cells operate at high temperatures between 650 and 850
°C and exSolid oxide fuel cells operate at high temperatures between 650 and 850 ◦ C and exhibit
hibit typical electrical efficiencies between 50 and 60%, which is high when compared to
typical electrical efficiencies between 50 and 60%, which is high when compared to other
other common fuel cells. If the heat generated by the SOFC is deemed useful, a combined
common fuel cells. If the heat generated by the SOFC is deemed useful, a combined heat
heat and power (CHP) efficiency can be claimed at around and above 80–85%. The “high
and power (CHP) efficiency can be claimed at around and above 80–85%. The “high
quality” heat lends itself to integration into highly efficient steam and gas turbine power
quality” heat lends itself to integration into highly efficient steam and gas turbine power
production systems [31].
production systems [31].
Cells can either be self-supporting or externally supported. In the former, the electrode or electrolyte provides mechanical support for the cell [32]. In the latter, an external
inert support may be used such as a porous ceramic material or the interconnect itself.
Early tubular and planar cells were either cathode or electrolyte-supported but now the
standard is anode-supported which allows for lower operating temperatures and ohmic
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durability. This strength is inversely proportional to cell diameter. The durability to
mechanical shock and thermal cycling of µT-SOFC allows for rapid start-up times in the
order of a few seconds [1]. The aforementioned enables near-instant on-demand power,
permitting µT-SOFCs to be used for both stationary and portable power applications [42].
This widens the market for SOFC technology not typically accessible by planar devices.
Several commercial companies have worked on µT-SOFC development including Adelan,
Acumentrics, AMI, Ezelleron, Protonex, Komico, NGK, Toto, Tokyo Gas and others [38,43].
Tubular SOFC products have reached the commercial market globally, most widely adopted
in Japan and Korea [44]. Portable devices have included the tubular Kraftwerk [45], a 5 V
(10 W peak power) charging device (which was eventually never produced).
Table 1. Characteristics of micro-tubular (µT)-SOFC and planar SOFC.
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3. Current Collection in µT-SOFCs
To extract power from a tubular SOFC cell, current collectors must be used at each
electrode. The low voltage characteristic of a fuel cell means cells are typically stacked to
achieve a useful power output by interconnecting current collectors of adjacent cells in
series. Current collection in tubular SOFCs is complex and is particularly tricky at the
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3. Current Collection in µT-SOFCs

To extract power from a tubular SOFC cell, current collectors must be used at each
electrode. The low voltage characteristic of a fuel cell means cells are typically stacked to
achieve a useful power output by interconnecting current collectors of adjacent cells in
series. Current collection in tubular SOFCs is complex and is particularly tricky at the µTSOFC scale. Minimising current conduction pathways and thus minimising the resistance
to electron flow is critical in reducing the ohmic resistance of interconnections [4,5]. In
planar configurations, the interconnect is in-plane with the electrodes of repeating cell units,
contacting a large area of the electrochemically active region, resulting in short, mostly
out-of-plane electron conduction pathways [6]. In tubular configurations, however, cells
are spaced apart. The minimum limit for cell spacing which is controlled by the manifold
design is determined as a function of assembly logistics, wiring logistics and by the thermal
management and gas supply design. These restrictions limit compactness, resulting in an
interconnection network with a considerably higher pathway length, as compared to the
planar configuration. The cylindrical geometry plays a factor in the complexity, as current
flows in the axial and radial dimensions (seen in Figure 2), increasing current conduction
pathway length and leading to complexity in the interconnect design [46]. The direction of
the current flow within each cell and throughout a stack can vary greatly with the current
collector/interconnect configuration.
The early micro-tubular cells of the 1990s, developed by Kendall and Kilbride from
Keele University (UK), had “internal” anode current collection, typically nickel or silver,
i. 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
of 28
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Results from the latter researchers showed that loss of contact between internal current
Results from the latter researchers showed that loss of contact between internal
collectors and the electrode due to thermal mismatch/shrinking and improper contacting
current collectors and the electrode due to thermal mismatch/shrinking and improper
led so severe degradation, indicating that R&D into a method for interconnect–electrode
contacting led so severe degradation, indicating that R&D into a method for interconcontacting for internal current collector designs was needed. The externally contacted
nect–electrode contacting for internal current collector designs was needed. The exteranode showed enhanced electrochemical stability when tested and a reduced degradation
nally contactedrate.
anode
showedthe
enhanced
electrochemical
stability
when
tested
and a reHowever,
new style
necessitated sealing
of the
porous,
exposed
anode with highduced degradation
rate.
However,
the
new
style
necessitated
sealing
of
the
porous,
ex-technology [56].
temperature gas-tight sealants, another key area of development in SOFC
posed anode with
high-temperature
gas-tight
another
of development
Accessing
the anode from
the cellsealants,
exterior leads
to akey
lossarea
of external
cell surface which could
in SOFC technology [56]. Accessing the anode from the cell exterior leads to a loss of external cell surface which could be otherwise used for current production. However, using
an internal current collector does not incur such penalties and thus the entire cell exterior
can be utilised as indicated by the available internal anode current collector locations
seen in Figure 6. Therefore, for a given cell length, using an internal current collector
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be otherwise used for current production. However, using an internal current collector
does not incur such penalties and thus the entire cell exterior can be utilised as indicated
by the available internal anode current collector locations seen in Figure 6. Therefore,
for a given cell length, using an internal current collector leads to a higher total power
output potential from a cell. The method used for the current collection from the cathode of
anode-supported cells has remained largely unchanged from the aforementioned research
conducted in the early 1990s—specifically, wrapping or hatching wire (most often silver)
around the cathode surface, bound either using mechanical force or by using adhesive
pastes/sealing materials, which are typically silver-, gold- or platinum-based.
4. Current Collector Performance
Fundamentally, an SOFC interconnect must have a low ohmic resistance to minimise
ohmic polarisation and thus must have a high electrical conductivity (bulk) and a low
contact resistance. The resistance to electron flow or ion flow is governed by Ohm’s
law, from which we observe the proportional nature of voltage drop with current and
resistance. The Area-Specific Resistance (ASR) is the key metric used to determine the
ohmic resistance of a cell. This normalised metric allows for comparison of different sized
cells on an equivalent basis. The ASR of a cell can be derived from experimental data as
an average over a potential range within the linear ohmic region from the gradient of the
polarisation curve (Equation (1)):
h
i
ASR Ω·cm2 =

ηohmic [V]
∆i [A·cm−2 ]

(1)

where the potential range should be the ohmic overpotential ηohmic [V], taken over the
linear ohmic loss dominated region of the i-V curve and ∆i is the current density difference
over that range. The ASR can also be measured locally at a given potential or current by
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), where the total resistance R T is measured
and then adjusted by the active area (Equation (2)) [57]:
h
i
h
i
ASR Ω·cm2 = Acell cm2 ∗ R T [Ω]
(2)
It should be noted that the ASR calculated in Equations (1) and (2) are for the entire cell,
and so the contribution from activation and mass transport polarisation is present, even
though the data acquisition conditions are set so that the ohmic effects dominate the results.
However, the ohmic polarisation, RΣΩ [Ω], which is cell-specific, can be directly acquired
from EIS data, yet still contains a contribution from ionic flow resistance in the electrolyte
and electron flow in the electrodes and interconnect. However, adjusting this value by the
cell area does not give the ASR. The ASR of a virgin or tested material can be calculated ex
situ by measuring the resistivity, ρ, of known material thickness, Equation (3) [6]:
h
i
ASR Ω·cm2 = x [m] ∗ ρ [Ω·cm]
(3)
ASR targets for interconnect materials of the past (pre-2000s) were <100 mΩ·cm2 .
With the more recent advancements in R&D, this target has been lowered by an order of
magnitude within the last five years to <10 mΩ·cm2 [22,58,59]. The target for overall cell
resistance is <500 mΩ with <1 Ω deemed to be acceptable. The typical contribution of an
SOFC interconnect to the ohmic polarisation is around 20 to 25%. The ohmic resistance
of the interconnect itself can be broken down into contributions from the bulk material
conductivity (which is the inverse of the resistivity), Equation (4), and the contact resistance.
Targets for values of the contact resistance are between 0.01 and 0.05 Ω·cm2 [60].
h
i
σ S · m−1 =

l
RA

(4)
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The three major factors related to interconnect contact resistance are (a) dimension tolerance and flatness of the interconnect, (b) nonuniform compression from the interconnect
on to the electrode and (c) the state of the contact surface (roughness, spallation, defects).
While optimising the cell materials for low resistance is important, it is common to test
the performance of the material within a cell, which will better account for the real-world
tolerances in contacting, hence the use of the cell ASR as a common metric in comparisons.
5. Materials for Current Collection
Given the intimate connection of an interconnect to adjacent cell components, its
material must have a similar thermal conductivity and thermal expansion coefficient to
adjacent cell components and be chemically compatible in reducing and oxidative (RedOx)
environments. Mechanical integrity and low weight must also be considered, particularly
for portable applications, in addition to low cost and ease of manufacture/assembly [6,22].
In tubular configurations, the interconnect does not always act as a barrier between the
opposing anode and cathode environments, depending on the cell design. This opens
up some degrees of freedom on interconnect requirements, and designs can be tailored
to a specific electrode. Specifically, the requirement for gas-tightness and stability in
both RedOx environments, when dropped, can widen the suitability of materials and
interconnect design choices.
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through high-temperature corrosion mechanisms, as seen in Figure 8 [69–71]. It should
be noted that the ASR values of a current collector material are not the same as the ASR
values of a cell using this material as a current collector. The ASR of a cell will be significantly higher given the additional contribution of the electrodes and electrolyte. The
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high-temperature corrosion mechanisms, as seen in Figure 8 [69–71]. It should be noted that
the ASR values of a current collector material are not the same as the ASR values of a cell
using this material as a current collector. The ASR of a cell will be significantly higher given
the additional contribution of the electrodes and electrolyte. The ASR of a material has a
contribution from the bulk conductivity and the surface contact resistance, the resistance at
the interface of that material with the measuring device/adjacent materials. Chromium
is typically used as an alloying element in metal interconnects to adjust the coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) to fuel cell electrodes and the electrolyte. The chromium content
is also important as it serves as a reservoir for the formation of a protective coating to
prevent further oxidation. For an SOFC interconnect the ideal chromium range is between
18 and 22 wt%, above which it contributes considerably to the ohmic resistance and below
which it will not form the protective coating. Volatile chromium species migrate to the
cathode which causes poisoning [72]. Nevertheless, protective barrier layers can be applied
to the exterior surface of the interconnect to minimise these effects. Studies to mitigate such
degradation have focused on optimisation of the composition and application techniques
Appl. Sci. 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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fuel which will not be converted to electrons, leading to thermal hot spots which accelerate local degradation [78].
5.3. Micro-Tubular SOFC Geometry-Specific Current Collector Material Trend
In tubular configurations, solely the electrolyte provides the barrier between the fuel
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ronments, nickel is a well-known reforming catalyst, which is employed in Ni-YSZ anodes
for the electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen and in direct internal reforming. When used
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as an anode side interconnect with hydrocarbon fuels, there will likely be a reduction in
performance of the interconnect over time from carbon formation [84]. The metallic structure, high melting point and thermo-mechanical integrity of nickel across SOFC operating
conditions favour it as an affinitive base metal to support well-adhered protective coatings.
Coating with a more inert/corrosion resistant, more electrically conductive and hard/hard
wearing natured materials such as gold, silver, nickel alloys and even perovskites can
enhance the electrical performance and durability of nickel as a current collector for both
the anode and cathode. Coatings can be achieved by simple painting/dipping techniques,
by electroplating, a current-driven process, or by electroless plating, a chemically driven
process, of which the latter two can be produced at scale. Electroless plating achieves a
more homogenous coating and finer control over layer thickness (proportional to exposure
time for a given plating chemistry) than electroplating, particularly for intricate parts of
differing thicknesses where an applied potential results in varying current densities, and
thus differing rates of localised coating application [85–87].
A study by Hatchwell, Sammes and Kendall [47] looked at cathode side current
collection methods from a materials perspective. The experiment determined whether a
perovskite-coated nickel-based steel (Nimonic 90) could show comparable performance
to the more commonly used silver wire. The coating suppressed chromium migration,
but the electrical performance could not match that of the silver wires. They further
discussed the limitations of using silver due to its high evaporation rates at typical SOFC
operating temperatures, meaning unpredicted temperature spikes could inflict irreparable
damage to the silver. Wire and strips of the silver were very close in performance, while
a comparison of silver conductive ink covering the entire cathode versus a two-strip
configuration suggested the ink interference in cathode performance was negligible for this
ink composition and cell geometry. The properties of typical SOFC interconnect materials
are given Table 2.
Table 2. Material properties of commonly used SOFC interconnect materials. Typical anode material, Ni-YSZ included
for reference.
Material

CTE
×10−6 [K]

Conductivity
[S.cm−1 }

Melting Point
[◦ C]

Young’s Modulus
[GPa]

Ref(s).

Ni-YSZ
LaCrO3

11–13
9.5

2510

57–58 (800 ◦ C)
-

[6,20,88]
[20,24,77]

Crofer 22-APU (ferritic)

11.5–12.5

1510–1530

216 (750 ◦ C)

[88–91]

Haynes 23 (nickel-based)
Ducrolloy
(Cr-based)
Silver (99.9%)
Nickel
Platinum
Gold
Palladium

15.2 (800 ◦ C)

3 × 102 (800 ◦ C)
0.34 (700 ◦ C)
8.3 × 104 (1000 ◦ C)
8.7 × 103 (800 ◦ C)
7.7 × 103 (800 ◦ C)

1301–1371

159 (800 ◦ C)

[67,92]

1700

-

[93,94]

11.8–12 (800

◦ C)
◦ C)

18.9, 22 (800
12–13.5 (800 ◦ C)
10 (800 ◦ C)
16.6 (800 ◦ C)
12.3(800 ◦ C)

1×

104

(1000

105

◦ C)
◦ C)

1.6 ×
(800
2.5 × 104 (800 ◦ C)
2.3 × 104 (800 ◦ C)
1.1 × 105 (800 ◦ C)
2.55 × 104 (800 ◦ C)

961
1455
1769
1064
1552

◦ C)

69–74 (800
190–220 (800 ◦ C)
127 (800 ◦ C)
76–81 (800 ◦ C)
118–124 (800 ◦ C)

[24,95,96]
[97]
[24,98]
[24,99]
[24,100]

6. Current Collector Shape and Structure
Once the designer has chosen the optimal interconnect material, the thickness, shape
and structure must be determined. For a planar device, this will be some sort of flat plate
with an optimised corrugation/patterning for fuel and exhaust flow. In a tubular device,
the decision is less clear and depends on whether current is collected on the bore side of the
tube or the outer surface. The material will need to be formed to achieve intimate contact
with the electrode and so a format that can be easily worked/shaped is preferable. The
need to minimise the electron pathway and maximise the contact area for current collection
means designs can vary greatly. A study in planar SOFCs by Jiang et al. [101] showed
that when current collector–electrode contact area was increased from 4.6% coverage to
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27.2% the resistance of the cell decreased by 87% from 1.43 Ω·cm2 to 0.19 Ω·cm2 at 800 ◦ C.
Consideration to preventing the current collector from impeding gas flow to and from
the electrode must also be made remembering that an impermeable/nonporous current
collector covering the entire electrode surface would render the fuel cell useless. The
tube dimension is a key factor in the design and problems can be common or specific to
small/large bore and short/long variants. For example, in small-bore tubes (less than 2 to
3 mm ID), internal access is particularly difficult and the current collector size is limited,
limiting the size and wire thickness and thus its current-carrying ability (with respect
to voltage loss), which is exacerbated if the length of the cell and contact wires are long.
For larger bore tubes, achieving a suitable spring force (arising from the elasticity of the
contacting material), which is often relied on for smaller bores, becomes difficult due to the
softening of the material at an operating temperature which has a more significant impact
on larger structures than smaller.
6.1. Wires
Wires are the most common choice for current collection and are used in some form in
all but three of the publications reported in the literature between 2015 and 2020, whether
used for the anode and/or cathode current collection, as measurement probes, as the sole
current collector, or in a combination with another design. In the last 5 years, the most
common wire choice has been silver, followed by platinum, then gold and nickel. Wires
are readily available in most materials and dimensions and when chosen correctly achieve
highly efficient current collection/conduction over long distances, thus constituting an ideal
candidate for interconnection between adjacent cells. Wires were the first µT-SOFC current
collectors to be used, published in the academic literature of the late 1990s [47,48,102].
Wires can be easily formed and shaped and can come in different profiles including round,
flattened and triangular, which can vary the available contact area, fitting and mechanical
properties of the wire. Increasing the diameter of the wire reduces the voltage loss in the
wire for a given current. Braiding is useful when the correct diameter of wire is not available
and has the advantage of increasing the mechanical strength of the wire, important when
a wire is operating at a temperature close to its softening/melting point. Wires can be
easily shaped and are often coiled to fit the interior and exterior of the tube. Wires can be
joined to create crisscrossed mesh-like structures, or into strips and bands. The cell with the
highest power density reported in the literature was recently published by Ren et al. [41],
where silver wire and silver paste were used for both the anode and cathode sides of their
alumina-supported “microchannel structured” cells. They achieved a current density of
1.4 A·cm−2 at 0.7 V and a peak power density of 1.5 W·cm−2 at 700 ◦ C although the cell
did not supply an open circuit voltage (OCV) of over 1 V, which indicated either a severe
fuel leakage and/or that the electrolyte was not complete and fully dense. When operated
directly on methane, the peak power density was 1 W·cm−2 and the ASR determined by
EIS at OCV was 0.32 Ω·cm2 at 700 ◦ C.
Rabuni et al. [103] achieved a current density of 1.25 A·cm−2 at 0.7 V with a peak
power density of 1.2 W·cm−2 and an OCV greater than 1.1 V at 750 ◦ C. The cell reached
1.8 A·cm−2 and 1.62 W·cm−2 when operating at 800 ◦ C. The ASR determined by EIS
was approximately 1 and 1.26 Ω·cm2 at 750 and 800 ◦ C, respectively. The authors used
silver wire and silver paste for both anode and cathode current collection. The anode had
six microchannels as well as an optimised microstructure with finger-like structures for
enhanced mass transport, as seen in Figure 10.
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referred to as “pastes”). The pastes can be applied to the electrode, to the current collector
or to both [104]. The paste acts to decrease the interfacial contact resistance between the
electrode and current collector and acts as a bridge to ensure a continuous path for electron
flow. The pastes are more conductive than typical anode cermets and cathode materials
and so the paste will increase the overall conductivity of the cell in the axial and radial
directions, acting as a current collection layer, which is particularly important for larger
cells [105,106]. Pastes can also be used to secure the electrode to the current collector
and are sintered to enhance their mechanical adhesion once applied [107]. Pastes are
usually hand-painted, which is a cause for concern in terms of w.r.t reproducibility and
manufacturability [104].
The paste materials are most commonly silver, gold, platinum or nickel, the latter
being reserved for the anode side [108,109]. Manufacturers sell variants with varying final
porosity to control the gas distribution and conductive properties. Denser variants are
favoured when the contact patch is small in order to maximise the conductivity of the
joint, or where sealing is also required, meaning the paste has dual functionality. More
porous paints, which are typically less viscous (generally referred to as paints or inks) can
be spread more liberally, covering the entirety of the active area if desired, which may lend
itself to ease in manufacturing [40]. The conductive pastes can also infiltrate the electrodes
and improve electron mobility in percolation pathways. Silver’s functionality as a cathode
material, acting as a catalyst for oxygen reduction, will contribute to electrochemical cell
performance [81].
6.3. Current Collecting Layers
Somewhat similar to conductive pastes, current collecting layers can be used to
improve the overall conductivity of an electrochemical cell. They can be electrode or
nonelectrode materials, with properties biased towards current conduction rather than
electrochemical/catalytic activity. The layers are typically formed in situ during cell
manufacture and can also provide mechanical support for the cell. Panthi et al. employed a
nickel anode current collector layer in their porous zirconia-supported tubular cells, as seen
in Figure 11 [110,111]. In their 2017 study, they achieved a current density of 0.8 A·cm−2 at
0.7 V and a peak current density of 2 A·cm−2 operating in H2 at 750 ◦ C. The impedance at
OCV under the same conditions was 0.44 Ω·cm2 .
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Problems can occur on the anode side in anode-supported cells due to the metal
sagging as a result of a reduction in elasticity with an increase in temperature. The sagging results in loss of contact with the anode wall at high temperatures leading to a decrease in electrochemical performance, durability and reliability of the cell. Contact force,
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compact spacing for cells in stacks. Bore side meshes must be selected carefully so as not to
block the flow of gas through the tube to the electrode surface.
Problems can occur on the anode side in anode-supported cells due to the metal
sagging as a result of a reduction in elasticity with an increase in temperature. The sagging
results in loss of contact with the anode wall at high temperatures leading to a decrease in
electrochemical performance, durability and reliability of the cell. Contact force, controlled
by mechanical compression in planar devices, is known to be a key factor in optimising
interconnect performance and is crucial for minimising contact resistance. To overcome
these issues, slide pins and other mesh supports are in development. Meshes can also be
secured with conductive pastes and better integrated into the electrode surface itself with
the likes of a metal oxide slurry, such as NiO on the anode, or with current collecting layers
such as lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite (LSCF) [117] on the cathode side.
In 2017, Park et al. [118] used a nickel mesh secured by a nickel paste on the anode
side with a Crofer 22 mesh secured with an LSC paste on the cathode side. They compared
the performance of the bare mesh with a 1.2 µm electrodeposited dual-layered coating. The
mesh, with fine wires of 100 µm in diameter, was first applied with a Co3 O4 spinel layer
followed by a LaMnO3 perovskite layer. The bare mesh achieved a current density at 0.7 V
of 0.5 and 0.52 A·cm−2 for the virgin and coated mesh, respectively, at 800 ◦ C. The ohmic
polarisation and ASR at OCV were 0.26 and 0.79 Ω·cm2 for the coated Crofer and 0.34 and
0.81 Ω·cm2 for the uncoated. The authors measured the increase in ohmic resistance over
1000 h of the bare versus coated Crofer mesh via impedance spectroscopy. Relative to a
virgin sample, the ohmic degradation was reduced nearly 5-fold from 6.7 × 10−2 %·h−1 to
1.4 %·h−1 .
In 2015, Laguna-Becero et al. [119] achieved the highest current density of a tubular
cell with a nickel, bore side anode mesh. The design achieved a current density at 0.7 V
of 0.6, 0.99 and 1.15 A·cm−2 at 750, 800 and 850 ◦ C, respectively. Platinum wire and paste
were used on the cathode. The fuel and fuel flow rate were not disclosed. At 750 ◦ C, the
ohmic polarisation and ASR at OCV were 0.12 and 1.10 Ω·cm2 , respectively.
A recent study where a nickel anode side mesh and a silver cathode mesh were used
as current collectors was reported by Liu et al. [116] in 2020. Operating on H2 , the current
density at 0.7 V was 0.52 A·cm−2 at 850 ◦ C. The ASR of the cell was 0.1 Ω·cm2 .
In 2020, Khan et al. [120] used silver mesh on both the anode and cathode sides for a
flattened-tube cell design. On the anode side, silver mesh, silver wire and a silver-glass
contact/sealing paste were used. On the cathode side, silver mesh, silver wire and LSC
contact/sealing paste were used. At 800 ◦ C, the current density at 0.7 V was 0.65 A·cm−2
and the peak current density was 1.55 A·cm−2 .
An anode side silver mesh for a tubular design was reported by Cui et al. [121] in 2020.
The cell produced a current density at 0.7 V of 0.21 A·cm−2 and a peak power density of
0.17 W·cm−2 at 800 ◦ C. A silver mesh was used for cathode contacting.
A tubular cell using a silver-based mesh was reported by Chen et al. [122]. The current
density at 0.7 V and 750 ◦ C was 0.21 A·cm−2 and peak power density 1.07 W·cm−2 . They
used silver mesh and silver wire on both the anode and cathode sides of their cell with a
proton-conducting BZCYYb electrolyte.
6.5. Foams
Foam inserts, essentially a highly porous expanded 3D mesh, are a solution to avoid
pressure drops and flow disturbances that anode side meshes can have while achieving a
large cross-sectional contact patch for current collection. Loss of contact between foams and
the cell wall from sagging has not been reported/studied in the literature and is unlikely
due to the ease in shaping, allowing the foam to fully fill the tube bore, analogous to a
filter inside a cigarette. The filling of the tube will reduce the conduction pathway within
the current collector in the radial direction compared to a mesh, for example. Foams are
characterised by a high mechanical strength and low weight, favourable for a portable
fuel cell device interconnect [123]. The foams are typically made of silver, nickel or steel
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alloys and have been shown in recent literature to exhibit excellent current collecting
capabilities [124]. In 2017, Huang et al. [125] reported a current density at 0.7 V and 750 ◦ C
in H2 of 0.95 A·cm−2 with a peak power density of 1 W·cm−2 , achieving 24 W from a single
cell. The cell had an outer diameter of 9 mm and was 100 mm in length. They performed
a degradation study over 4000 h, operating at 18.5 A with a fuel utilisation of 64.38%
observing a degradation rate of 26 mV.kh−1 . The ASR estimated from the polarisation plot
at 750 ◦ C was 0.27 Ω·cm2 .
The high surface area to volume ratio of foams positions them as an ideal candidate as a
catalyst support, increasing the functionality of the current collector. The catalyst can either
be alloyed into the base material during fabrication or added postfabrication by doping.
Typical dopants include metals such as copper, cobalt, nickel, manganese and tin. Recent
studies into doping have shed light on the possibility to control anode side degradation
from coke deposition and increase tolerance to sulphur derivatives [126]. The improved
tolerance leads to improved fuel flexibility for operation on lower purity hydrocarbon fuels
such as syngas and sour gas [127]. Yan et al. [128] developed a phosphorous doped nickel
foam for current collection. When compared to a bare mesh, they observed an improved
electrochemical performance and durability under operation under syngas for coatings
with phosphorous contents above 6.4%. Weight loss was negligible for the plated mesh
sample, compared to the approximately 250% weight gain observed for samples exposed
(ex situ) to syngas for 50 h at 750 ◦ C.
6.6. Brush Type
Brush-type interconnects are structured wire forms that are inserted into the bore of the
inner electrode of a tubular cell. Patents published by AMI reveal an internal interconnect
with the option for increased functionality when doped with a catalyst [129]. Nevertheless,
no experimental results or analysis have been published in the literature. The design has an
ordered, axially repeating floral-like cross-section. The brush loops are attached to a central
core wire which emerges from the tube end for interconnection. Figure 13a,b show the
AMI brush type current collector design with a labelled schematic adapted from AMI [129]
shown in (c). The electron flow path is in the radial direction and is noncircumferential,
as in a mesh, as the shortest path is from the electrode–interconnect joint of the loop
tributary to the central core, which acts as a highway for the electrons. Increasing the
number of loops in a given length will also reduce current conduction pathways in the
axial dimension. Coiled wires are reported in the patent for cathode current collection and
can be an extension of the anode wire from the interior or joined to a different wire of a
different material.
Materials inside the tube bore such as brushes, coil meshes and foam types will
certainly impact on the fluid flow, causing turbulence and better mixing at the expense of
an increase in pressure drop [130]. The aforementioned will likely enhance heat transfer
within the cell, primarily from convection but also conduction when contacted to the
wall [131]. An increase in radial velocity is also likely, improving mass transport through
the cell. A study by Rahimi et al. showed an increase of 41% in electrochemical performance
from a polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell with a coil insert inside the fuel
channels when compared to an empty channel [132]. They used a combined experimental
and modelling approach and attributed the electrochemical improvement to an increase in
tangential fluid velocity that resulted in better transport of reactant from the mainstream to
the reaction zone.
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densities were 0.035 and 0.142 W·cm−2 for designs a) and b), respectively. The ASR of the
embedded cell as estimated from the gradient of the polarisation curve was 1.74 Ω·cm2.
The configuration allowed for current collection along the entirety of the anode length,
ensuring a well-distributed anode electron conduction profile. The option to collect the
current from either end of the cell will approximately halve the lateral current conduction
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densities were 0.035 and 0.142 W·cm−2 for designs a) and b), respectively. The ASR of the
embedded cell as estimated from the gradient of the polarisation curve was 1.74 Ω·cm2 .
The configuration allowed for current collection along the entirety of the anode length,
ensuring a well-distributed anode electron conduction profile. The option to collect the
current from either end of the cell will approximately halve the lateral current conduction
pathway of electrons in the wire compared to a single end connection, also reducing the
axial path length. Integrating the wire into the anode ensured sound mechanical contacting
and might have somewhat shielded the wire from the harsh gas stream environments.
However, some concern surrounded the difference in CTE of the nickel wire and the
Ni-YSZ anode which could lead to bending and cracking of the anode, the wire and the
surrounding fuel cell components, leading to failure [135].
In 2015, Casarin et al. [136] looked into the effect of coiling anode-embedded, nickel
and palladium wires, versus an embedded straight wire. They changed the number of
coil rotations (coil density) in a given length to increase the surface area and amount of
wire available for collecting current. They found that increasing the nickel wire coil density
(by 83%) from six turns.cm−1 to 11 turns.cm−1 significantly increased the performance.
They observed a 3.5-fold increase in current density at 0.7 V and 800 ◦ C from 0.055 to
0.19 A·cm−2 , citing a more homogenous current distribution and an increased contact area
resulting in lower ohmic polarisation as the root causes. The ASR of the 11 turns.cm−1
nickel wire as estimated from the gradient of the polarisation curve was 1.6 Ω·cm−2 at
800 ◦ C. The palladium wires broke, which did not allow a direct comparison between
materials and number of coils. However, the authors tested a (nonembedded) palladium
wire which achieved a similar current density of 0.2 A·cm−2 at 0.7 V and 800 ◦ C operating
temperature when compared to the 11 turns.cm−1 nickel wire. The authors claimed that the
palladium enhanced the catalytic activity of the anode, resulting in a higher performance.
They did not attribute any difference in performance to the different
of
19 ofconductivity
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materials even though palladium is 35% more conductive than nickel at 20 ◦ C and 6.8%
more conductive at 750 ◦ C.
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As cells become longer, the distance between current collectors at each end of a cell
increases and the need for additional current collectors can be justified. Some empirical
research has been conducted to determine just how many current collectors are needed
for a particular cell length. To do so, the cell is segmented, with multiple current collector
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As cells become longer, the distance between current collectors at each end of a cell
increases and the need for additional current collectors can be justified. Some empirical
research has been conducted to determine just how many current collectors are needed
for a particular cell length. To do so, the cell is segmented, with multiple current collector nodes spaced along the electrode in question. Although the anode is typically an
order of magnitude more conductive than the cathode, nickel-based anode cermets typically have an electronic conductivity of similar order of magnitude (and below) to the
conductivity of pure nickel, which is around 2.7 × 106 S·m−1 at 750 ◦ C. Values of the
effective cermet electronic conductivity reported in the literature vary between 1 × 106
and 1 × 105 S·m−1 at typical SOFC operating conditions [137]. Traditional cathodes have
relatively lower electronic conductivities compared to the anode at around 1 × 103 S·m−1
but more recent mixed ionic-electronic conductors such as LSCF are comparable and can
display electronic conductivities up to 1 × 104 S·m−1 , depending on composition and
microstructure [138,139].
Bai et al. [140] looked into determining the optimal number of anode current collectors
of their 4.8 cm long and 7 mm outer diameter (OD) segmented single-chamber fuel cell.
They spaced five current collectors along the length of the cell, creating four active areas
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configuration to maximise the total power from a cell. The experimental data presented
in the literature are limited on this subject and more research needs to be conducted to
get a better understanding. The data produced must be representative of the typical cell
geometries and materials used in tubular SOFCs. Models built from this data could reliably
predict the optimum sizing of current collectors for a wide range of cell designs and would
be a cost- and time-effective tool.
Shimizu et al. [142] conducted a similar experiment with an anode-supported segmented tubular cell 48 mm in length and 8 mm OD. They positioned three 2.5 cm2 cathode
segments 2 mm apart on their in-house fabricated cell. They performed an initial comparison of the cell with all three cathodes connected in parallel to that of a cell with the same
active area but with no segmentation and determined that the performance was the same
and that the segmentation had no noticeable impact. They compared the performance from
each cell segment with 120, 80 and 40 mL.min−1 total flow rates of equimolar H2 and N2 .
For the highest fuel flow rate, they observed a similar performance from all three cell
configurations which indicated a homogenous current distribution in the cell and sufficient
volumetric flow rate to minimise the effect of concentration polarisation. The current
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Through impedance spectroscopy, they attributed the difference in performance to
an increasing ohmic resistance with length as seen in Figure 18. They observed that the
ohmic and total cell resistance followed a similar linear trend whereas the interfacial polarisation did not change significantly between cells, determining that the electrode reaction was not affected by a varying fuel utilisation and therefore changes to the per-
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Through impedance spectroscopy, they attributed the difference in performance to an
increasing ohmic resistance with length as seen in Figure 18. They observed that the ohmic
and total cell resistance followed a similar linear trend whereas the interfacial polarisation
did not change significantly between cells, determining that the electrode reaction was
not affected by a varying fuel utilisation and therefore changes to the performance
Appl. Sci. 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
22 of 28 were
dominated by the ohmic resistance of the anode for these fuelling conditions.
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In 2006, Suzuki et al. published two papers that estimated the effect of changing the
anode wall thickness on cell resistance for the two geometries of µT-SOFC, 1.6 mm OD and
0.8 mm OD that were in development [51,52]. They based the estimates on impedance and
conductivity data they had acquired empirically for each anode at various temperatures.
They conducted the study to determine whether it was sufficient to use the anode as the
sole current collector—i.e., collection at one end or both ends. They concluded that an
anode length of a few centimetres was the limit for such a setup due to increasing ohmic
resistance. They stated that careful stack design is of paramount importance to overcome
this
effect.
It was concluded
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Figure 19. Wall thickness versus area-specific resistance for 12 mm long 0.8 mm OD tube [52].

9. Conclusions and Perspective
This paper presented an overview of current collection issues in µT-SOFC. The key
bottlenecks in µT-SOFC technology were discussed with a particular focus on current
collection. The metrics of current collector performance were detailed as well as the
overall requirements of an optimal design. The effect of current collector size, spacing
and positioning on cell performance was studied and the key design trade-offs identified.
The nickel mesh internal anode current collector and coated Crofer mesh cathode current
collector configuration presented by Park et al. [118] was highlighted as a low-cost, high
performing design that did not sacrifice durability.
In order to achieve high cell performance (with a low ASR) and high stability/durability over the cell lifetime, research into µT-SOFCs needs to place greater focus
on current collection issues. Divergence should be made from the use of the
state-of-the-art
silver
current
collectors
to low-cost
alternatives
given
the0.8widely
reported
Figure19.
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durability concerns surrounding mechanical integrity at typical SOFC operating temperatures. Mechanically durable metallic current collectors are available and reduce bulk
9. Conclusions and Perspective
conductivity and contact resistance while adhering to delivering chemical and CTE
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9. Conclusions and Perspective
This paper presented an overview of current collection issues in µT-SOFC. The key
bottlenecks in µT-SOFC technology were discussed with a particular focus on current
collection. The metrics of current collector performance were detailed as well as the
overall requirements of an optimal design. The effect of current collector size, spacing
and positioning on cell performance was studied and the key design trade-offs identified.
The nickel mesh internal anode current collector and coated Crofer mesh cathode current
collector configuration presented by Park et al. [118] was highlighted as a low-cost, high
performing design that did not sacrifice durability.
In order to achieve high cell performance (with a low ASR) and high stability/durability
over the cell lifetime, research into µT-SOFCs needs to place greater focus on current collection issues. Divergence should be made from the use of the state-of-the-art silver current
collectors to low-cost alternatives given the widely reported durability concerns surrounding mechanical integrity at typical SOFC operating temperatures. Mechanically durable
metallic current collectors are available and reduce bulk conductivity and contact resistance while adhering to delivering chemical and CTE compatibility. For a given current
collector material, the minimisation of contact resistance between the current collector
and the electrode is essential for a low ohmic polarisation. Brazing offers a commercially
viable pathway to provide physical joints at multiple current collector–electrode interfaces,
reducing contact resistance while also significantly improving durability. Minimisation
of contact resistance through the coating of low-cost current collectors with thin layers
of highly conductive materials and corrosion-proof material must be explored in more
detail. Combining coated low-cost current collectors with physical contacting through
brazing would favour a durable and high performing design and present a viable route for
progression in the field.
Facile manufacturing and contacting a larger and well-distributed surface area of
the inner electrode, thus minimising current conduction pathways, is a key element of
µT-SOFC stack design. Care must be given when matching the current collector material
with the current collector design. Both internal and embedded current collectors allow
for a higher cell active area and thus a higher total cell power as they do not require any
space to be positioned on the cell exterior (where the cathode is located in the typical
anode-supported cell configuration). Current collector designs must be reproducible and
must consider manufacture and assembly in the design phase. Researchers working in cell
testing may have results masked by variation in the current collector design as opposed to
their study parameters, for example, in materials development. In addition, researchers
must also be aware that long conduction pathways in tubular cells can necessitate multiple
current collectors per cell for a low ohmic polarisation, particularly for cells with high
length to diameter ratios.
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